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NEWS CLIPS

The Maya-300, for urban travel, hits a
top speed of 56 kph.
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Zero-emission travel
Toronto: Electrovaya Inc., a manufacturer
of batteries for portable systems in Mississauga, Ont., has launched a zero-emission, low-speed electric vehicle.
The Maya-300, made for urban and
neighbourhood use, will have an extended range of up to 193 kilometres on
a single charge, at a top speed of either
40 or 56 kph.
It’s powered by Electrovaya’s lithium
ion SuperPolymer battery technology with
an integrated intelligent battery management system.
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$70M London plant

Pure biogas
Mike Dejak, president of Eco-Tec Inc., and his team have licensed a biogas puriﬁcation system that’s delivering cost
savings, reduced greenhouse gas emissions and energy recovery to manufacturers and processors worldwide. Dubbed
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BgPur, the new systems are manufactured at the company’s plant in Pickering, Ont.
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London, Ont.: A South Korean manufacturer is opening a facility in London, Ont.,
bringing at least 250 jobs to the region.
Hanwha L&C, which builds quartz
countertops, will hire 150 workers by the
summer of 2009. Another 100 jobs will
be created a few years after the $70-million plant’s opening.
Mayor Anne Marie DeCicco-Best
wouldn’t conﬁrm rumours that the Hanwha plant could attract a Hyundai autoparts plant, but Hanwha L&C Canada
president Daniel Yu said if an auto plant
came to London, it would employ about
650 people.
Canadian Press
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